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ABSTRACT:  Construction of cloud computing and promotion of applications such as social network service 
and smart city have driven the need for trust mechanism with the rapid developments of Internet of things 
(IoT). In the existing methods, storing the trust value incurs high storage overhead leading to energy 
inefficiency and reliability of identifying trustful or untrustworthy node is very less. In order to avoid these 
drawbacks, Secured Ant Colony Optimization (SACOP) based on trust sensing model is proposed to detect 
the node replication attack. Firstly, node’s trust value is estimated using direct and indirect trust evaluation 
model to identify the malicious node in the clustered network. Secondly, ant colony routing algorithm is 
introduced to select the secured optimal path using probability to select the next hop node for data 
forwarding. As the probability is calculated using the residual energy, trust and pheromone values, energy 
expenditure among all nodes gets balanced. The proposed algorithm performs better in terms of packet loss 
rate, time delay, throughput and average energy consumption compared to existing scheme DDR. 

Keywords: Ant colony Optimization, Pheromone, Probability, Replication attack, Trust. 

Abbreviations: IoT, Internet of Things; WSN, Wireless Sensor Networks; SACOP, Secured Ant Colony Optimization; 
CM, Cluster Member; CH, Cluster Head; BS, Base Station; ID, Identity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In aspects of diagnosis, monitoring and surveillance, 
smart city offers wide applications for urban residents. 
Physical information around the environment is 
collected using ubiquitous sensor nodes [1]. Sensor 
nodes make use of distributed facilities to operate in 
unattended environment.  Although WSNs is an open 
and distributed system, it is vulnerable to attacks due to 
its simplicity and resource-restraint in the design of 
hardware unit [2]. Moreover, the attack is more probable 
because of the wireless communication channel. The 
conventional protocol design available in the existing 
work is inappropriate due to its complexity for resource-
limited WSNs [3]. The security aspects such as 
authentication, encryption, verification of information 
integrity and intrusion detection are widely applied in 
many researches in wireless sensor network. 
There are many attacks that penetrate inside the 
network and destroy the normal operation of the node 
while most of the security mechanisms deal with attacks 
from the perimeter of the network [4]. Selfish node, 
malicious forwarding, black hole, rushing or worm 
attacks are few examples of insider attacks [5, 6]. A 
popular and effective method is the trust model-based 
management mechanism [7]. In respect of solving 
internal attacks and identifying malicious nodes trust 
evaluation model demonstrates a significant advantage 
since it involves low computation and communication 

load [8]. Most of the existing work concentrates on 
either energy utilization or attack node detection. Only 
few papers deals with the optimized result of both 
energy efficiency and attack node detection. But that too 
have more false alarm rate in detecting attack nodes. 
So the objective of the proposed work is to reduce false 
alarm rate with reduced energy consumption. An attack 
in which many replica nodes are created from a single 
original node in the network is known as replica node 
attack. Nodes are captured and re-programmed by the 
adversary and the region which holds such nodes is 
known as replica node region. The contributions made 
in this paper are: 
– reduced packet loss rate 
– reduced time delay 
– improved throughput  
– reduced average energy consumption  
The rest of the sections in this paper are organized as 
follows: Section II discusses the existing work. System 
design and various phases of the proposed method are 
described in Section III. In Section IV, the simulation 
results are given with the performance evaluation. 
Finally, conclusion is given in Section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Credible trust management scheme is proposed based 
on Bayesian theory for WSNs [9]. Initially, RFSN model 
is used to find trust value estimate and comprehensive 
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trust value is acquired using statistical data and 
Bayesian method. The trust value’s restoration is done 
using time sliding window if third parties involved in 
evaluation of trust value. 
For selectively evaluating the direct and recommended 
trust values, distributed trust evaluation model for WSNs 
is proposed [10].  
Distributed trust management system with fuzzy theory 
is proposed to measure the trust value of nodes in 
WSNs [11].  
Trust evaluation model is used to identify malicious 
nodes or selfish nodes effectively for intrusion detection. 
Then the trusted routing path is created by eliminating 
malicious nodes [12].  
Social and QoS (quality of service) trust values are 
formulated for evaluating trust based on intimacy or 
honesty metrics in Hierarchical trust management 
protocol [13]. Based on energy dissipation and node 
selfishness, it selects QoS’ trust. 
The mechanism for detecting dishonest 
recommendation in indirect trust computation is 
proposed [14]. Based on the dissimilarity value from the 
complete recommendation set, this method detects 
dishonest recommendations. A dissimilarity function is 
evaluated to capture the dissimilarity of 
recommendation class from the median of the 
recommendation set, since median is resistant to outlier. 
For quantized target tracking in WSNs, secure and 
robust clustering is proposed [15]. Based on adaptive 
QVF algorithms, the problem of secure clustering for 
target tracking in wireless sensor networks is performed. 
There are enormous routing and attack detection   
strategies and its applications in WSNs are studied [16, 
17].  
The existing system has drawbacks as, trust value is 
calculated for a node based on the recommendations 
from all of the neighbours and storing the trust value as 
float instead of integer incurs high storage overhead, it 
is not efficient in terms of energy. Though 
recommendations are received from all its neighbor 
nodes for any node, the reliability of identifying trust or 
untrust node is very less as it does not take into account 
nodes’ behavior in terms of attacker model and only 
combining subjective judgment and objective evaluation.  

A. Identification Of Research Gap 
The solutions to replica node detection should follow 
design goals as follows:  
• Detection procedure can be made more robust and 

difficult to break it by the attacker. Specifically, the 
replica nodes must be detected before the attacker 
compromises substantial number of nodes 

• Detection procedure can be improved to have high 
detection accuracy in detecting only compromised 
nodes as replicas. If so, then it can be used as a 
preventive tool to detect other DoS attacks 

III. SECURED ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION 
(SACOP)  

Direct and indirect trust calculation is done to identify 
the trustful or untrustworthy nodes correctly. Based on 
the residual energy of nodes, next hop node is selected 
for forwarding the data. Other factor such as trust can 
also be involved in selecting the optimal path. 

A. System Design 
The overall design of SACOP is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Overall design of SACOP. 

B. Proposed Algorithm 
In order to provide a solution to overcome internal 
attacks, the proposed SACOP algorithm uses trust 
evaluation model to isolate replica nodes effectively. 
STEOAP is used to find the optimal path for detecting 
the replica node based on the selection probability. The 
probability for selecting the next hop node in the path is 
calculated based on three factors, pheromone factor, 
heuristic value and residual energy factor. Earlier works 
mostly depend on node’s residual energy in selecting 
the optimal path. So, energy expenditure among all 
nodes should be effectively balanced in clustered 
network, thereby improving the lifetime of the network. 
In the proposed method, optimal path also includes trust 
value for detecting replica node by comparing with the 
threshold of trust value. The proposed method consists 
of following stages 

C. Node deployment and localization 
The first phase of SACOP algorithm is the deployment 
of the nodes at random position (uniform distribution) 
and updating the location information to the sink node. 
Nodes ranging from 100 to 350 are deployed uniformly 
over the given area and it is stored in the database. The 
nodes can be accessed by its index value. The sink 
node floods the broadcast message which contains 
fields such as s_id, seq_no., s_x, s_y and visited-
node_list where s_id is the sensor node identity, 
seq_no. is the sequence number of the message, s_x 
and s_y are the x and y position of sensor nodes, 
visited-node_list is initially empty and index value is 
stored in the list while each sensor node updates its 
location. 
When the index is not present in the list, index value is 
updated as the identity of the node and location as the 
address of the node. Otherwise, the message is 
deleted. The broadcast identity is taken as the 
sequence number of the message. The sensor nodes 
updating their location information to the sink is given as 
Fig. 2. 

Initialize the no. of ants k, trust value,
evaporation rate, etc.

Get the neighbor nodes and update the corresponding
trust value based on the interaction exists or not

Check whether the trust value exceeds the threshold

Select the next hop node based on selection probability

Update the pheromone on the path using residual
energy factor

Repeat until all ants are processed
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Fig. 2. Upon location information request as a broadcast 
message from the sink node, sensor nodes update their 

location in the reply message. 

By visiting all the non-visited nodes, node id, sequence 
number, location are updated in the sink node. 

D. Cluster formation and cluster head election  
The clustering process starts with the collection of 
information from all the sensor nodes. After collecting 
the information, the sink initiates the clustering process 
in a centralized manner. Thereafter, cluster 
maintenance as re-election of CH is carried out by all 
sensor nodes in a distributed manner. The updates of 
cluster maintenance are periodically pulled by the sink 
in order to maintain better connectivity with the sensor 
nodes.  
The sink node first chooses the cluster head having 
higher probability after knowing the location information 
of sensor nodes. The node’s probability of becoming a 
CH is calculated by the sink node from the node’s 
information and stored in the node’s probability table. 
During the deployment phase, the node with greater 
probability is considered as the CH from the table which 
is sorted in descending order. The information of the 
newly formed CH is broadcasted to all the nodes and 
the CH starts receiving the data. For instance, network 
containing 16 nodes with node’s probability to become a 
cluster head is listed in decreasing order is shown as 
Table 1.  

Table 1: Probability values of nodes in descending order. 

Node_ID 13 15 12 7 1 2 3 4 10 5 8 9 11 16 14 6 

Probability 0.9 0.86 0.75 0.78 0.65 0.64 0.55 0.51 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.32 0.25 0.23 0.15 0.11 

The first node which has highest probability value is 
selected as the cluster head with its entire one-hop 
neighbors as its cluster members. So, if node 13 is 
chosen as the cluster head, its one-hop neighbors, 6, 9, 
10 and 12 are grouped under cluster head 13 as its 
cluster members. Then these nodes are removed from 
the probability table and procedure is repeated until all 
the nodes are attached under any of the cluster. 
Two lists namely, cluster head list and cluster member 
list are maintained by the sink node. Each node is 
removed from the table and is added in the 
corresponding list. The node status is indicated based 
on the nodes presence in cluster head list or cluster 
member list. This is shown for the total number of 16 
nodes in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Clusters are formed after selecting the cluster 
head and cluster members from the sorted residual 

energy values of nodes stored in the probability table. 

Based on the clustering parameters such as energy, 
node connectivity, bandwidth and traffic pattern of the 
node, cluster group can maintain better hop 
connectivity. 

E. Cluster updating process 
If any CH node is on the threshold of completely being 
drained of energy level, it broadcasts a message 
denoting its expiry to both its cluster members and 
predecessor CHs in the forward path. On receiving the 
expire message from the CH, the member nodes 
estimate the probability to elect a new CH. The elected 
node acts as the CH and sends a message to the sink. 
The sink updates its tables during the next iteration. The 
proposed work in which CH selection is initiated by the 
sink in a centralized manner and thereafter the 
individual clusters select their CH in the event of failure 
of their current CH. Hence this approach uses both 
centralized and distributed mechanism of CH selection. 

F. Trust calculation 
Two types of trust values are calculated viz., Direct and 
indirect trust values. After checking the ID and position 
of the nodes stored in CH and BS for CMs and CHs 
respectively, residual energy of the nodes are calculated 
using the expression,                   � ≥ ∑������	 + �1                                         (1) 
If the condition specified in Eqn. (1) is satisfied, 
successful interaction count is incremented.  � = � + 1 
Otherwise, unsuccessful interaction count is 
incremented.  � = � + 1 
Direct trust value: Based on the number of direct 
interaction between node i for node j, direct trust value 
is calculated. The behavior of neighbor nodes is 
monitored during interactive communication and by 
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using the node’s trust value. If interaction exists, direct 
trust value between the nodes is measured using mean 
value as shown in Eqn. (2),                 ������, � = ∝����∝��������                                           (2) 

where ∝�  and β�  are the number of successful and 

unsuccessful interaction between nodes i and j. To avoid 
number of failed interactions due to network congestion 
and noise, penalty function δ is used to compensate the 
trust value. δ = 1 − $ %��∝��&%�� 
To avoid number of successful interactions due to 
abnormal behavior of malicious node satisfying the 
threshold regulator function ' is used. μ = 1 − 1)* +∝�,+ 1- 

Combining above two functions, direct trust value can 
be calculated as shown in Eqn. (3),                 ������, � = .∝����.∝�������� δ                     (3) 

Indirect trust value: When interaction does not occur 
with any node, indirect trust value of the node is 
calculated. The behavior of the node with its common 
neighbours between the interacting nodes is considered 
for indirect trust value. Compared to the direct trust 
value, indirect trust value gives the right evaluation for a 
node based on the threshold. This is illustrated in Eqn. 
(4).      ��/���, � = ∑ 01�2��,3×01�2�3,,5∈78,59�|;��∩;�,|               (4) 

Based on the communication behavior of the nodes, 
weightage is assigned. The summation of the direct and 
indirect trust value weightage is considered as the 
comprehensive trust value which gives the reliability for 
differentiating between normal and replica node. This is 
shown in Eqn. (5)         �����	��, � = =���� + �1 − =��/�               (5) 
If the node ID and position is illegal that is, the ID and 
position value stored has duplication or does not exists, 
the received message is deleted. It is assumed that the 
message is originated from a replica node. 

G. Forward Tree Establishment and Data Transmission 
In order to select the optimal path, next hop neighbor is 
selected according to pheromone concentration which 
depends on nodes residual energy and evaluated trust 
value. Each ant moves from source node to destination 
node through intermediate nodes. The intermediate 
nodes are selected as the next hop node based on the 
higher selection probability. >�,? �@

= A BC�,�@DE . B*�,�@D� . BF,�@DG
∑ HC�I�@JE. H*�I�@J� . HFI�@JIK;?�� G , � ∈ L��

0, N@ℎ$PQ��$ R      
The forwarder node forwards the sensed data to the 
next successor node and this is repeated until data 
reaches the sink thereby completing the data 
transmission and collection processes. The forward path 
is established by transmission of Sink_discmsg to the 
sink and updates the cluster group based on cluster 
member list and cluster head list. If the node is already 
visited or the sequence number of the packet is older, 
then the packet is not forwarded and is dropped, 
otherwise, the packet is forwarded to the node selected 

based on the probability value calculated. This is 
repeated until the packet reaches the sink node.   
During data forwarding, energy-efficiency is considered 
as the important aspect. The transition energy should 
reflect the superiority of the node. F,�@  denote the 

residual energy factor which is defined in Eqn. (6) as, F,�@ = |L��| ∗ ��TU �� ∑ +��TU��-U∈;��⁄               (6) 

The next hop node is chosen from the neighbor nodes 
which is having highest comprehensive trust value. 
Then the heuristic factor *�,�@ is given in Eqn. (7), *�,�@ = WPXYWZ,∈;��{=���� + �1 − θ��/�}              (7) 

The increment of the pheromone is obtained using the 
Eqn. (8), ∆C?�@ = _2`8�a �� �bc8∈7��⁄ +_2`8�U-_de3�f8∈7��g+h2`8�8-i                (8) 

where L�� be the neighbor of �,�jbe the initial energy 

and WkXU∈;��+��TU��- be the average residual energy 

and YWZU∈;��g+_2`8�U-i be the maximum residual energy. 

The pheromone factor on the path is updated by using 
the Equation (9), 
 C�,�@ = �1 − lC�,�@ + ∆C?�@               (9) ρ represents the volatilization coefficient of pheromone. 
If interaction exists between node � and �,  *�,�@ = ������, � 
If interaction does not exists between node � and �,  *�,�@ = ��/���, � 
Repeat the above steps for next ant, n = n + 1 

H. Detection of replica attack and route maintenance 
Replica node is the node whose trust value is less than 
the threshold. The trusted node is the node having trust 
value greater than the threshold. The trust value of the 
attack node is calculated by the recommendation 
provided by its neighbors. Then that node is removed 
from the network. 
Algorithm: 
Begin  
        Initialize trust �, threshold λ, pheromone ∆C?�@and 
energy F,�@ 
        While stopping criterion not satisfied do 
           Position each ant n in a starting node 
           Repeat  
              do 
     For each node Z do 

Calculate the direct ������, � and indirect ��/���, � trust values  
                   If ��f����	��, � > λ 

Choose next node by applying selection 

probability >�,? �@ 
Apply step by step pheromone update C�,�@ 

            else 
                      Remove the node from the path 
                End for 
              Until every ant has built a solution 
              Update best solution 
              Apply offline pheromone update 
           End while 
End  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The simulation experiments are conducted for SACOP 
using NS-2 for performance evaluation. SACOP 
algorithm shows improved results compared to DDR in 
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terms of performance metrics such as packet loss rate, 
end-to-end delay, throughput and average energy 
consumption. The simulation parameters are shown in 
Table 2. 

Table 2: Experimental parameters. 

Parameters Values 

initial energy, �j 0.7 J 

Initial value of trust 0.8 

Length of the packet 2000 bits 

d0 37 m 
Eelec 50 nJ / bit 

Eda 
5 nJ / 

(bit signal) 

Trust Theshold, λ 0.9 

Weight of direct trust, Θ 0.9 

Link layer protocol MAC 802.11 

Type of queue PriQueue 

Flow rate of data 448 kbit/s 

weight value of pheromone, α 0.5 

weight value of heuristic 
value, β 

0.2 

weight value of residual energy  
factor, γ 

0.3 

Volatilization coefficient of 
pheromone, ρ 

0.3 

The number of interactions is reduced due to increase in 
packet loss rate, when the number of replica nodes is 
increased. So, energy consumption decreases after 
certain point as it also depends on the number of 
interactions count.  As the number of nodes increases, it 
balances with the increasing replica nodes and average 
energy consumption remains stable.  Also, pheromone 
value is updated based on the residual energy of the 
node which is one of the factors in selection probability 
calculation. Average energy expenditure is balanced 
among all sensor nodes in the network. This is shown in 
Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Average Energy Consumption. 

As SACOP and DDR make use of the trust model to 
assess the behavior of the node, packet loss is 
comparatively lower. But in replica attack, data packets 
forwarding is affected with increase in packet loss as 
shown in Fig. 5. When the number of nodes increases, 
SACOP increases the speed of path search updating 
the pheromone, reduces the time delay, thereby 
reducing and stabilizing the packet loss rate due to 
clustering. 
Due to massive data packets loss, reduction in 
throughput occurs. But due to the trust evaluation model 
used in SACOP and DDR, reduction in throughput is 
avoided.  Hence, stability of the network is guaranteed. 
The overall throughput result shown in Fig. 6 

demonstrates improved performance over DDR since 
the packet loss rate of SACOP is lesser. 

 

Fig. 5. Packet Loss Rate. 

 

Fig. 6. Throughput. 

Due to the excessive packet loss, routing stability drops 
when the number of replica nodes increases. Thereby 
the delay of packets arriving at the destination gets 
increased as shown in Fig. 7.  As both SACOP and 
DDR uses the trust evaluation model, the trend in time 
delay is similar. In contrast to DDR, optimal path in 
SACOP is found based on the selection probability in 
which residual energy plays a main role by lowering the 
delay.  

 
Fig. 7. Time Delay. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the comparison of total trust value in 
the case of no attack and in the presence of attack for 
the existing DDR and proposed SACOP algorithms. As 
the number of successful interactions between nodes 
increases rapidly over time, total trust value of the node 
is also increasing in the case of no attack scenario. This 
steady increase is stabilized using the regulator function 
over a period of time. Thus the slow growth of trust 
value reflects the normal behaviour of nodes operating 
in the real-time environment which consists of 
congestion and noise.  
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Fig. 8. Trust value. 

As the number of unsuccessful interactions between the 
nodes continues to increase in the presence of attack, 
the trust value between nodes is reduced at a faster 
rate. In the proposed SACOP algorithm, the trust value 
is lesser than the trust value of DDR in all cases. This 
clearly indicates that SACOP algorithm is highly 
sensitive to attack characteristics compared to DDR. As 
a result, SACOP detects replica nodes accurately and 
quickly. 

V. CONCLUSION 

SACOP, a trust mechanism for detecting replica attack 
in clustered WSNs is proposed. A reliable evaluation 
model of trust perception using direct and indirect trust 
values is presented. It estimates nodes’ behavior in 
terms of coverage range, signal strength, past 
successful and unsuccessful interaction counts and 
identifies replica nodes effectively. In the ant colony 
routing algorithm, trust evaluation model is introduced to 
improve the security of data forwarding. By obtaining the 
residual energy, pheromone is calculated. If the trust 
value is less than the threshold, then the node is 
considered as attack node and it is eliminated, 
otherwise, the node is considered as normal node. The 
results of the presented performance evaluation show 
that SACOP effectively detect replica attack in WSNs. 
Moreover, an analysis of the proposed SACOP 
approach indicates that the proposed system is highly 
secured compared with other trust mechanisms. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

As most of the real-time environments involve mobility, 
extending trust calculation for mobile nodes will be 
concentrated.  
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